
March 2024 - Minutes

The Junior Researcher Association

Date: 6th of March 2024

Time: 16.00-17.00

Venue: 1431-015 and online

Participants: Anne Birkeholm Jensen, Madalina Elena Carter-Timofte, Juan Luis Garcia

Rodriguez, Luisa, Ana Loucia, Sidsel Rasmussen, Gisele Msann, Maria Louise Gamborg,

Masounmeh Seyedyazdi, Miriam Rosas-Umbert and Anne Kindt Nielsen

Minutes:

1. Approval of minutes from the last meeting:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MvYOkMeBVcQmXUBsx_sVTZlBi1O3i

UqtQGxHZMvugxo/edit

2. Evaluation of the event with Linda Greve:

a. How many participants were there at the event?

i. 20-30

b. Two people have sent an email and asked about the slides from the

presentation. Is it possible to get the slides from Linda?

c. Anne will write to Lina and aks for the slides

3. Status on working groups

- SoMe group

- we will not use the FB group, but keep the page.

- Now we have a FB page and a LinkedIn page

- Events / courses / activities



- The event group should meet and talk about task, and bring

some potential dates

Teams:

- everyone should be a member to each cancel on team

4. Communication with the management and update from Anne

- Update from Anne about the Memo

- We should use the situation to talk to Brian and Lone Olsen

- There are a lot of attentions of JRs at this moment - so it is a

good time to reach out to Brian and Lone about the Memo

- Anne will make a draft to an email to Brian and Lone.

- What do we think about the memo:

- Maybe the memo is a bit fluffy

5. Other:
- Next meeting: 3 April, 16.00-17.00

Next meeting:We will only talk about the memo/ mail to Lone and Brian
- Make a map over career ambassadors and counselors at the different faculties or

departments
- All should find out the system at their faculty / department
- Make a pros and cons list about short term positions.


